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About This Game

Willful is an adventure game that borrows elements from Mega Man, Metroid, and other classics from the 80s and 90s.
The Player takes up arms as a sacrificial offering named Will.

As the player explores the different areas in the game they can spend money on powerups and golden carrots which grant access
to new worlds.

It's up to you to stop the reign of a mysterious entity named Behemoth, and his group of crazed followers!

Stuff you can do in Willful:

-Shoot things

-Make friends with a rock golem

-Buy from sketchy carrot dealers

-Traverse a giant computer chip

-Battle against bosses

-Explore ten different worlds
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Imagine stanley parable, but 20 minutes long and looks like it's from 1995.

Pros: I love the graphics, has multiple endings (about 5 endings), what you do affects your rank in the end (slacking off by
taking LSD, going to the bathroom without washing your hands, and snooping around, lowers your rank).

Cons: No randomly generated tasks so when you beat the game you're just playing it again to get a different ending and
achievements, the game is a little too short but the price justifies it.

Overall, I recommend it. Very good game indeed 8\/10. EXTREMELY ONE SIDED! defenders always win, especially on
omaha, it takes about 12 minutes to get off the beach. Terrorhedron (despite the awful name, sorry but I had to say it!) is a
really nice game. It's a tower defense, and basically that says it all. I think that the best way to enjoy the game is to play
cooperatively with a friend, discussing the strategies you adopt, and talking about the pros and cons of placing a turret here
instead of there... played like this, this game is good fun. Personally I don't like very much the sound assets of the game, so I
play it with my music in the background and talking to my friend using the Steam voice chat. Ah, and we have to use Hamachi
in order to be able to do online multiplayer!

You will have fun! Especially if you start naming the various coloured prisms that you are meant to shatter one by one... So play
Terrorhedron already (and then tell me if the developer didn't experience a trauma with geometry!)!. pay2win garbage

cant even play it with my \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing friend because he doesnt own it

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing epic. Refunded this game as it has significant performance issues, boring gameplay, unclear
intructions, and missing features as compared to the video and screenshots.

The graphics are very simple, but still, in just about any area, there is significant judder and loss of framerate.

The games are not very fun, and some can make you sick. One such game is beer pong, where you play beer pong. The problem
is, every few balls, you have to drink a beer and it blurs your vision and makes the player view loll about uncontrollably. I have
extremely strong VR legs and this made me feel ill.

Getting started is difficult as there are only a few instructions which are written in broken english and don't give very good
directions at all.

Finally, and worst of all, many features shown in the video and screen shots are not in the game, particularly the ropeway to the
skull door, which is one of the biggest teases that influenced me to purchase the game. This is definitely not cool, and is a good
example of false advertising. If you don't have it in the game, don't feature it.

I do not recommend this game for purchase, there's simply not enough there.. Great game, reminds me of my childhood.
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I've had so much fun with this one!

I love to watch the physics go crazy but in a controlled way.
One very good indie game and absolutely worth the price.

At first I missed the point of the game until I learned how it's played.

Try out the demo!. Early access game! a huge improvment from the lag of death the game was running before! still not yet
playable with all the bugs, but it's great to see updates constantly pouring out!
Id recomend waiting to buy the game! but it's a for sure must watch!. This movie makes your insides smile. Wait, that sounds
painful.... Incredibly interesting concept, can't wait to see more.. Awesome dlc can't ask for more. Steam version is broken and
of course Valve doesn't give a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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